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Abstract
Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithms for adaptive Infinite
Impulse Response (IIR) filters are proposed. The expectation of the
equation error rather than the output error is minimized by
sequentially adapting the filter parameters. The feedforward and
feedback filters in the equation error configuration are implemented
in cascade second order sections. Instead of adapting the coefficients
of the canonical form, the root locations, either in Cartesian or
Polar coordinates, are adapted. A simplified method in calculating the
gradients of the error surface is introduced, which, when operating
with the new second order filter structures specially designed for
root adaptation, reduces the computational requirement substantially.
Restricting the root trajectories to some pre-quantized locations not
only can eliminate the need of the arbitrary convergence factors used
in normal LMS algorithms, but also can minimize the complications of
the adaptive process. Computer simulations have been conducted to
assess the performance of the various algorithms developed. Root
adaptation in Cartesian mode while using the simplified gradients and
the new second order filter structures together with the pre-
quantization of root movements, has been found to provide outstanding
performance and minimum complexity for adaptive IIR filters. In
addition, because of the cascade structure employed, system stability
is easily maintained and root locations are immediately available
which is an overriding advantage in many applications.
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The term “filter” is always applied to a device or system that
operates on signals and gives out the desired response. For example,
low-pass, high-pass and noise cancelling filters are comrrnonly used in
electronics circuits to perform different tasks. Adaptive digital
filters have been employed in many applications in recent years,
including system modelling, channel equalization, noise cancelling
and.linear prediction of speech signals. Adaptive filter is basically
a self designed system which can vary its own filter transfer function
depending on the given information to satisfy some performance
criteria. The filter coefficients are determined by the statistics of
the corresponding signals, for example, the input signal and the
desired response of a dynamic system, as in the case of system
modelling. However, these statistics are usually difficult to measure
and are usually unknown a priori. Hence, they are estimated implicitly
and then used to adjust the coefficients on a sample by sample basis.
Fig. 1.1 shows an adaptive filter configuration that is comrmonly used
to model an unknown system. Adaptation based on steepest descent
method and Least Mean Square algorithm are usually exploited. The
gradients of the mean square error function with respect to the
coefficients are found at the arrival of each new data sample. The
coefficients are then changed by the amounts that are proportional and
opposite to the direction of the gradients.
Adaptive filtering using Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters
with a performance criterion to minimize the squared system error have
appeared in many literature [1-4]. The major advantages of using
2FIR filters are their system simplicity and the existence of a unique
global minimum in the squared error function. In addition, the FIR
filter is always stable. In Chapter 2, the adaptive algorithm, based
on the steepest descent method and LMS approach, given by Widrow [1]
is reviewed.
In a number of applications, the length of the adaptive FIR
filter can be prohibitively high in order to obtain a correspondingly
long impulse response. The presence of poles in the transfer function
can result in a lower filter order while keeping the same FIR filter
characteristics. The possible benefits of requiring less computation
and hardware as well as an improvement in performance might be
achieved. There are, however, two disadvantages associated with the
adaptive IIR filters. Firstly, the filter must be stable during the
adapting process, otherwise, a failure of the algorithm might occur if
any pole migrates outside the unit circle of the Z-plane. However, the
pole locations are usually not available unless the denominator
polynomial of the filter transfer function is factorized which is
impractical in most real time processing. Secondly, the error surface
of an adaptive IIR filter is generally multi-modal, and difficulties
might, therefore,- be encountered when searching for the global
minimum. There are two commonly used configurations in adaptive
recursive filters. The first one is the output error form [5], while
the other is the equation error form [6]. A number of algorithms,
based on the LMS method, for the adaptation of IIR filters have been
published using these two configurations [5-9]. A brief introduction
of these algorithms are given in Chapter 3, and comparisons of their
performance are also reported. The equation error minimization
3configuration is adopted for investigation because of its simplicity
and the existence of a unimodal squared error surface resulting in a
faster convergence.
In order to guarantee the stability of an IIR filter, all its
poles must stay within the unit circle of the Z-plane. Therefore, the
denominator polynomial of the transfer function of the filter has to
be factorized and constraints must apply to the resultant roots. The
other approach is to realize the transfer function as a cascade of
second order sections. The filter stability can be maintained simply
by ensuring that the recursive coefficients in each section be
smaller than some pre-defined values. Furthermore, the root locations
can be obtained if the quadratic equations of the sections are solved
which can be done quite easily. The immediate knowledge of the root
locations has proven to be an overriding advantage. For example, the
trajectories of the root locations are useful in speech analysis and
synthesis. In Chapter 4, adaptive algorithms for IIR cascade filters
which minimize the equation errors are developed. Based on the filter
structure given by David [10], a modified structure is proposed and a
computationally efficient method in calculating the error gradients
is discussed. In David's algorithm, the feedback path of the filter is
implemented in cascade second order form while the feedforward path in
direct form. Since the zero locations are also useful in some
applications, such as speech analysis in which the inverse filter is
required, hence, the feedforward path is also implemented in cascade
second order sections in our system.
The performance of the developed algorithm has shown that it is
better to decompose the transfer function of the adaptive filter into
parameters which have less correlation between them. Therefore, in
4in Chapter 5, based on the full cascade structure, various Least Mean
Square (LMS) algorithms for adaptive IIR filters are investigated.
Instead of adapting the canonical parameters in second order direct
form, the actual root locations are adjusted in two different
representations: the first one is the Cartesian coordinates which
give the real and imaginary parts of a root, another uses the Polar
coordinates which give the magnitude and the cosine angle of a root.
Two types of filter section are classified, namely, 'Complex' and
'Real'. For a Complex section, there is a conjugate pair of complex
roots, while for the Real section, two real roots are present. Complex
and Real sections have different algorithms to adapt their roots.
Special pre-defined strategies are designed to be followed in order to
switch Complex section into Real section or vice versa, such that the
roots of each section can go freely to their optimal positions
independent of whether they have begun either as a Real or Complex
section.
There are several benefits for this method of root adaptations.
Firstly, stability is guaranteed. Since the roots are the quantities
being adapted, it is easy to incorporate into the adaptive algorithm
the constraint that their magnitudes be always less than unity.
Secondly, the so-called lock-up problem [11], which sometimes occurs
during adaptation in the cascade form, can also be resolved. Briefly,
lock-up is due to the splitting of a complex pair of roots into two
different cascade sections, which now contain only real roots. The
roots are thus prevented from becoming complex and the adaptation is
held in this local minimum condition. To resolve lock-up, if it is
found that two Real. sections contain each a real root that is very
5close.to one another, these two roots are combined into a section so
that they can become complex if necessary. Thirdly, although there is
no theoretical proof, it is suggested that since the roots are adapted
separately, the coupling effects between the adapting parameters are
minimized and the convergence would be faster. This conjecture is
confirmed by the simulation results given in Chapter 4 and 5. Finally,
since the actual root locations are adapted, it is not required to
solve any quadratic equation as in the case of canonical form in order
to obtain the root locations.
In the algorithms developed in Chapter 4 and 5, the gradient
vectors required are obtained by passing the output of the
feedforward or feedback filters to second order recursive filters
created by the section concerned. This method is more efficient than
that used by David [10], however, a considerable amount of
computation is still involved. An approximation to gradient
calculations of the adapting coefficients is introduced, leading to a
significant reduction in computations. Simulations had been conducted
to assess the performance of the adaptive algorithm using simplified
gradients and pronouncing results were achieved. These are described
in Chapter 6.
For root adaptations, the canonical filter structure for second
order section does not give a convenient realization, since the
section coefficients are not needed. In Chapter 7, new second order
filter structures are designed which are especially suitable for root
adaptation configurations. In particular, if simplified gradients are
to be employed in the adaptive process, very little computation is
required to calculate these gradients because they can be derived
easily from the tapped delays of the filter.
6In the normal LMS algorithm, there requires an arbitrary
constant, called 'convergence factor', which controls the speed of
convergence. Choosing the convergence factors is quite a difficult
task and the optimal values for different algorithms are varied
according to different applications. If the convergence factor is
too small, the speed of adaptation will be very slow. However, if it
is too large, the system will fluctuate largely or even diverge. An
alternative approach is to use a pre-quantized step size such that the
adapting coefficients are updated by some fixed values with the
direction being determined by the signs of the appropriate error
gradients. It is impractical for the direct ladder structure to use
pre-quantized variations for filter parameters. This is because a
change in any coefficient will disturb all the root locations.
Besides, equal quantization of the filter coefficients does not lead
to equal variations in the root locations. Whereas, when the root
locations are adapted, the pre-quantized steps for root movements can
be determined easily since the dynamic ranges are known a priori.
Restricting the adaptive parameters to pre-quantized locations
eliminate the need of a convergence factor and the uncertainties
associated with its selection. In Chapter 8, the pre-quantization of
root movements is described. Together with a variable step size
scheme, the described method can adapt towards the global minitaim with
a reasonable speed of adaptation.
The computation load for the adaptive process is large for
cascade structures. However, in the pre-quantization of root
locations, the exact gradient vectors are not needed. Only the signs
of the gradient vectors are required. When using the simplified
7gradients described in Chapter 6, together with the new filter
structure given in Chapter 7, no multiplication are required to find
the signs of the gradients and hence the computational burden is much
reduced.
The contributions of this thesis is as follows. The two
disadvantages associated with adaptive IIR filters, namely the
stability problem and the multi-modal characteristics of the squared
error surface, are resolved by using equation error minimization
technique together with the realization of the transfer function in
cascade second order sections. The new root adaptation technique in
Cartesian or Polar coordinates produces better performance than the
usual coefficient adaptation method. The error gradient computation
effort in cascade structure is quite substantial, and therefore,
simplified gradients are employed, and with the implementation of the
new filter structures, the gradients are itrmediately available without
requiring any multiplication. Finally, in order to eliminate the need
of the convergence factor, the pre-quantization of root movements is
introduced, which, at the same time, reduces the computation and
system complexity to a minimum. Simulation results have shown that all
the adaptive algorithms developed performed very well and, in
particular, the root adaptation in Cartesian coordinates is
preferred. Together with the simplified gradients, new filter
structure and the pre-quantization of root movements, this adaptive












Fig. 1.1 An adaptive filter for
system modelling
9CHAPTER 2 ADAPTIVE FILTERING
2.1 Adaptive Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters
Adaptive filtering has applications in the areas of noise
cancellation, channel equalization and system modelling, for examples.
FIR filters are often used for its simplicity in realization.
Widrow [1] first applied the steepest descent and Least Mean Square
(LMS) methods on adaptive filters. Fig. 2.1 shows an adaptive system
using a FIR filter to model an unknown dynamic plant. The sequences
x (n) and d (n) are the input and output signals of the unknown plant,
while y(n) is the output of the adaptive filter. The system error is
denoted by e(n) and ai are the adjustable filter weights. If the
input sequence and the weights are represented in matrix notation by
(2.la)
(2. lb)
then, y(n) can be written as
y(n)= AT(n)X(n)= XT(n)A(n) (2.2)
and, therefore,
e (n)= d(n)- AT (n)X(n) (2.3)
10
The square value of the error equals
(2.4)
and the mean square error, i.e., the expected value of e2(n), is
given by
(2.5)
where (x,d) is the cross-covariance matrix of the input and the
desired output signals, and (x,x) is the covariance matrix of the
input signal.
As seen in equation (2.5), the mean-square error is a second
order function of the weights if the input is a stationary signal.
The performance function can be visualized as a bowl-shaped surface
with respect to the filter weights as depicted in Fig. 2.2
2.2 The steepest descent method and the Wiener-Hoff solution
The method of steepest descent uses the gradients of the
performance surface to seek for the global minimum. The gradients at
any point of the performance surface can be found by differentiating
the mean square error with respect to the filter weights. Now,
11
(2.6)
where e2(n) denotes the expectation of e2 (n).
A set of weights, AOPT is then obtained when the gradients are
set to zero. In this case,
or
(2.7)
The AOPT is actually the Wiener-Hoff solution of equation (2.7) and
the subscript. 'OPT' stands for the optimal set of weights that gives
the least mean square error.
Equation (2.7) shows that the Wiener solution can be obtained
by calculating the inverse of (x,x) and then performing a matrix
multiplication. However, when the order of the filter becomes large,
it is impractical to carry out these matrix manipulation for real time
processing. Furthermore, the computations for (x,d) and (x,x)
are also very substantial. Instead of solving equation (2.7)
directly, the method of steepest descent is introduced in seeking the
minimum mean-square error. It begins with a set of arbitrary initial
weights. The gradients for the weights are then calculated and they
are used as an indication for the next guess of the weights. In fact,
each weight is changed by an amount proportional to the corresponding
gradient but in the opposite direction, i.e.,
A(n+1) (2.8)
where y is a positive constant called the 'convergence factor'. The
gradient vector contains the gradient of the expected error
squared function with respect to each weight. Equation (2.8) is
applied iteratively until the Wiener solution is obtained.
2.3 The Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm
In equation (2.8), the adaptation of the weight vector does not
require any matrix inversion, however, it is still time consuming to
compute the exact gradient vector. A 'LMS' algorithm, based on the
steepest descent method, is proposed by Widrow [13 which finds an
approximate solution to equation (2.7). Equation (2.8) is still
employed but instead of finding the exact gradient elements of the
expectation of the squared error, the gradient vector of the





Equation (2.9) is unbiased. For a given weight vector A(n),
the expected value of [e2 (n)] is given by
(2.11)
Comparing equations (2.6) and (2.11), we see that the expectation of
the true gradient and the estimated gradient are the same.
From equation (2.10), each weight is adjusted, on a sample by
sample basis, using the rule
(2.12)
That is, the next filter weight vector is obtained simply by adding
the present value with an amount proportional to the product of the
corresponding delayed input sample and the system error. Equation
(2.12) is the' ISIS' algorithm.
The convergence factor u controls the speed of adaptation.
The larger the u the faster is the speed of convergence. However, to
prevent divergence of the algorithm, u must not exceed the upper
bound value as noted by Widrow, i.e.
(2.13)
14
2.4 Learning curves for LMS adaptation
To assess the performance of an adaptive filter, the learning
curves of the adaptive process are calculated and plotted. These
learning curves are, of course, only an indication of how good an
adaptive filter can perform and are usually obtained by computer
simulation. Fig. 2.3 shows a typical learning curve. The horizontal
axis of the learning curve is the number of adaptation, while the
vertical one is the mean square error (MSE). After each iteration, the
MSE is obtained by transferring the adaptive filter weights to a fixed
filter excited by the same input as shown in Fig. 2.4. The mean value
of the output squared error is then calculated. The number of samples
used to calculate the MSE should be as large as possible to reflect
the long term statistical result. This is chosen to be 500 in all
our tests which had been found to give acceptable results for the













Fig. 2.2 The error square surface
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number of adaptation









Fig. 2.4 Computation of the MSE
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CHAPTER 3 ADAPTIVE INFINITE IMPULSE
RESPONSE (IIR) FILTERS
FIR tapped delay structures are usually used for adaptive
filters since they can guarantee filter stability. In addition, if the
convergence factor u is well chosen, the global minimum can always
be reached. However, in a number of applications, the order of the
adaptive FIR filter can be prohibitively high in order to obtain-'a
good response characteristics. By using Infinite Impulse Response
(IIR) filter, the order of the filter can, generally, be made smaller
for the same filter characteristics, and thus less computation and
hardware are involved. The performance can also be improved because of
the presence of poles in the filter transfer function. There are,
however, two disadvantages associated with adaptive IIR filters. First
of all, filter stability has to be maintained, which requires all the
poles to be within the unit circle of the Z-plane. Secondly, the error
surfaces are multi-modal and adaptive methods often experience
difficulty in searching for the global minimum. A number of
algorithms, based on the LMS method, for the adaptation of IIR filters
implemented in direct form have appeared in the literature [5-9]. A
brief review of some of the typical adaptive algorithms is given in
the next section and comparisons of their performance are also
specified.
3.1 Adaptive algorithms for IIR filters
Five different algorithms are to be discussed. The adaptive
filter structures employed are all in direct form. Fig.3.1 depicts the
18
basic configuration of the filter adopted in the first 3 adaptive
algorithms. The sequence x(n) and d(n) are the input and output of
the unknown plant respectively. The output of the adaptive filter,
y(n), is substracted from d(n) to give the output error eo(n), i.e.,







In 1975, White [5] proposed an adaptive IIR filter system
in which the instantaneous eo(n), which is the local estimate of its
expectation, is minimized. Using the well known LMS algorithm, the
19
coefficients are adjusted by
(3.3)
where Hi is one of the adjustable parameters of equations (3.1), and
u is a positive constant which controls the speed of convergence.
The gradient components are
(3.4a)
(3.4b)
where X(Z) and Y(Z) are the Z-transform of x(n) and y(n) respectively.
The mixture of notations in equation (3.4), as well as those to be
described later, is strictly for convenience and the Z-domain
operation should be interpreted as a short-hand form for time domain
representation. The gradients can be obtained by passing the
20
corresponding signals to the filter formed only by the denominator
polynomial of the adaptive filter. Fig. 3.2 shows how these gradients
can be computed.
3.1.2 Horvath's Algorithm
Horvath [7] proposed a new adaptive algorithm for IIR filters
based on the same filter configuration used by White. The coefficients
are also adapted according to equation (3.3). However, the procedures










Horvath assumed the changes in the parameters are sufficiently
small, such that the gradients of the successive parameters after the
first one in each polynomial can be estimated by the passed values of
the gradient of the first parameter. In this way, the computation load
for calculating the gradients are lightened as illustrated in
Fig. 3.3.
3.1.3 Feintuch's Algorithm
In 1976, Feintuch [8] proposed a further simplified method in
calculating the gradients of the error surface. Since the
expectation value of the squared error is estimated by its
instantaneous value, i.e. e2o(n), the instantaneous gradients are used
rather than those given by White. In this case, the gradients are
obtained by keeping the first term of equation (3.4) only. Therefore,
the gradients are now expressed as
(3.7a)
(3.7b)
These gradients are the input and output sequences of the adaptive
filter and hence no extra computation is needed to evaluate them.
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3.1.4 Fan Jenkins' Algorithm
Fan and Jenkins [91 have proposed a new approach for adaptive
IIR filtering in 1984. The filter configuration is different to that
of the previous three cases. Fig. 3.4 shows the new filter structure
used by Fan and Jenkins. Introducing the 'pre' and 'post' filters,
which are inverse to each other, results in a simpler way to compute
the gradients while maintaining the accuracy. They can be expressed by
(3.8a)
(3.8b)
x'(n) and d'(n) are now the output of the pre-filter and of the
unknown plant respectively. If the changes of the coefficients during
adaptation are assumed small, the 'pre' and 'post' filters can be
considered as fixed filters. The error eF(n) is approximately equal
to eo(n). Furthermore, x'(n) and d'(n) can be regarded as independent
to the coefficients ai (n)' s and bi (n)' s. A careful examination
reveals that the- sequence -x' (n) is actually equal to that of a 0(n)
given by Horvath.
3.1.5. Gooch''s Algorithm
Gooch [6] has proposed a different configuration for adaptive
?IR filters. Instead of minimizing the output error, eo(n), as in the
previous algorithms, the equation error is minimized. Fig. 3.5 shows
the difference between output and equation error. Although in the
field of system control, the equation error has been well studied, it
is the first time applied in adaptive filtering. It uses two FIR
filters in the feedforward and feedback paths to synthesize a




The gradients are the input and output of the unknown plant which are
readily available and hence reduces the system complexity to a minL=m.
3.2 Comparison of the various adaptive algorithms
The above mentioned algorithms are all based on the LM,S
steepest descent technique. The major differences among them are the
methods in calculating the gradient vectors. White was the first one
to apply IIR filters in adaptive system. Feintuch then proposed a
24
simplified method which uses only the first term of the expression
given by White to approximate the gradients. The approximation is
valid when the changes of the coefficients are sufficiently small.
However, the algorithm does not necessarily converge to the global
minimum especially when the number of degrees of freedom for the
filter weights is not adequate [12,13]. Horvath gave a simplified
algorithm for adaptive IIR filters in which only the gradients of the
first adjusting coefficient of each of the numerator and denominator
polynomials are calculated. The other successive gradients are
approximated by the passed values of those of the first coefficient.
This algorithm results in a remarkable reduction in computation load
while still produces a comparable performance as that of White's
algorithm when the changes of the coefficients are small. Fan
Jenkins developed a new approach for adaptive IIR filters. Two extra
filters are used which are inverse to each other and act as the 'pre'
and 'post' filters of the adaptive system. In this case, the gradient
vectors can be directly obtained from the output of the pre-filter and
the dynamic plant. If the changes of the coefficients are again small,
the error signal is very close to that obtained by White since the
effects of the pre and post filters are cancelled out if they can be
considered as two constant filters. Finally, Gooch proposed another
configuration which minimizes the equation error rather than the
output error. In the equation error form, two FIR filters are employed
for the feedforward and feedback paths. The gradient vectors are then
the input and the output sequences of the unknown plant and the
computational requirement is reduced to a minimum..
The complexities of these algorithms are different and Table 3.1
summarizes the required computations of them. Assuming Na and Nb
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represent the order of the numerator and denominator polynomials,
respectively, then White's algorithm is the most tedious. The
algorithms of Horvath and Fan Jenkin need approximately the same
amount of computation while Feintuch and Gooch algorithms are the
simplest.
To assess tree performance of these algorithms and make
reasonable comparisons between them. Computer simulations in the
context of system modelling were carried out. The dynamic plant was
chosen to have 1 zero and 2 poles. Three different adaptive models
were tried:
(1) A single pole model,
(2) A zero and two poles model,
(3) A two zero and three poles model.
The transfer function of the plant is given by
H(Z)=
where the zero location is at 0.9 and the pole locations are at
0.5 and 0.8 respectively. The d.c. gain of the plant is 0.9. The
input signal is a broadband white noise with zero mean and
variance of 0.335. The output power of the dynamic plant is 0.329. In
Tables 3.2- 3.4, the root locations and the d.c. gain value of the
adaptive model using different adaptive algorithms after steady states
have reached are given. [Whilst Figures 3.6- 3.8 show the learning
curves for different algorithms in different models. The convergence
26
factors used are separately chosen to give the best performance for
different cases..
In model 1, the adaptive filter order is smaller than that of
the plant. The results of White and Horvath are identical in this
model since only one parameter is adapted in the denominator. All
algorithms achieved the same final MSE value except that of Fan
Jenkins. Fan Jenkins' algorithm gave the slowest speed of adaptation
whereas Gooch's algorithm was a little bit faster than the others. In
the other two models, except that of Fan Jenkins, all the other
four algorithms had similar performance. To surmarize, Gooch' s
algorithm gives the best results both in the speed of adaptation and
in the final MSE. The performance of the algorithms of White, Horvath
and Feintuch are about the same since they are all using the same
filter configuration. Fan Jenkins was the slowest among all of them.
The stability of IIR filters can only be guaranteed if all
the poles lie within the unit circle of the Z-plane. However, the
denominator polynomial must be factorized in order to know the pole
positions which is impractical for most real time processing. But, the
gradients employed in White, Horvath and Fan Jenkins algorithms
are all computed by passing the corresponding signals to the recursive
filter having the transfer function of the feedback paths of the
adaptive filters. Therefore, if any pole migrates outside the unit
circle, a failure of the adaptive system may happen due to the
unstable filter output or the gradients so obtained. This kind of
failure has been occurred in the algorithms of White, Horvath and Fan
Jenkins. Feintuch's algorithm also has the same problem of having a
diverged output if the filter is unstable. In FIR filters, the output
27
error surface is unimodal. However, it becomes multi-modal in the IIR
structure and the existence of local minimum in the error surface has
created difficulty for the algorithms in searching the global
minimum. For instance, when model 3 was used in the simulation, except
the algorithms of Gooch and Fan Jenkins, all the others were locked
up in the local minimum as shown in Table 3.4.
The changes of the coefficients are assumed to be small for the
algorithms of Horvath, Feintuch and Fan Jenkins. In order to
achieve this, the convergence factor should be chosen with a
sufficiently small value. In consequence, the speed of adaptation
would be much slower. This is especially notable in Fan Jenkins'
algorithm.
The equation error minimization proposed by Gooch is quite
different from the others. The system stability during adaptation is
always guaranteed since the error is the difference of two FIR
filters' output. The gradients are obtained from the input and output
sequences of the unknown plant. Even if the roots of the feedback path
migrate outside the unit circle, the system is still stable. It is
astonishing to note that the error surface is now unimodal just as the
case of FIR filters. The minimization of the equation error does not
neccessarily lead to minimization of the output error. However, if an
adequate number of filter order is provided, the desired IIR filter
design can still be obtained [4].
When considering the trade-offs among complexity, stability,
speed of adaptation and system performance, adaptive filtering for
















Fig. 3.2 Gradient computations of
White's algorithm
Fig. 3.3 Gradient computations of
Horvath's algorithm
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Fig. 3.8 Learning curves for different algorithms of model 3
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HORVATH Na+Nb-1 (Nb-1)• 2 3-(Nb+Na-1) 6(Nb-l)+4Na
Na+Nb-1 (Nb-1)• 2 Na+Nb-1 4(Nb-l)+2Na
FEINTUCH Na+Nb-1 0 3-(Nb+Na-1) 4(Na+Nb-1)
Na+Nb-1 0 Na+Nb-1 2(Na+Nb-1)
FAN
JENKINS
Na+Nb-1 (Nb-1)• 2 3-(Nb+Na-1: 6(Nb-l)+4Na
Na+Nb-1 (Nb-1)• 2 Na+Nb-1 4(Nb-l)+2Na
GOOCH Na+Nb-1 0 3-(Nb+Na-1) 4(Nb+Na-1)
EQUATION
ERROR Na+Nb-1 0 Na+Nb-1 2(Nb+Na-1)
MOST COMPLEXITY LESS
WHITE HORVATH, FAN JENKINS - FEINTUCH, GOOCH
Table 3.1 Complexity of various adaptive algorithms
35
ALGORITHM FINAL MSE GAIN POLE POSITION
WHITE 0.006 0.904 0.348
HORVATH 0.006 0.904 0.348
FEINTUCH 0.0065 0.906 0.3762
FAN 0.028 0.906 0.3734
JENKINS
GOCCH 0.005 .89 .39
Table 3.2 MSE and root locations of the
model 1 adaptive filters using
different algorithms after 200
adaptation
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ALGORITHM MSE GAIN ZERO POLE 1 POLE2
WHITE -0.040.006 0.9122 0.208 0.248
HORVATH -0.0260.0054 0.91 0.2 0.243
FEINTUCH -0.0420.0052 0.9 0.1955 0.262
FAN 0.372-0.0065 .896 0.372+0.3149
JENKINS 0.246j 0.246]
GOOCH 0.0009 0.8999 0.9 0.8 0.5
PLANT 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.5
Table 3.3 MSE and root locations of the
model 2 adaptive filters using
different algorithms after 3000
adaptation
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ALGORITHM MSF GAIN ZERO 1 ZERO 2 POLE 11 POLE 2 POLE 3
-0.4231
-0.504WHITE 0.0037 0.9 0.223 0.359+ 0.359-
0. 296i 0.296j
-0.454
-0.529HORVATH 0.0033 0.894 0.278 0.384+ 0.384-
0.297j 0.297j
-0.906




-0.5881FAN 0.002 0.9 0.897 0.794 0.503
JENKINS
-0.59 -0.6GOOCH 0.001 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.5
PLANT 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.5
Table 3.4 MSE and root locations of the
model 3 adaptive filters using
different algorithms after 3000
adaptation
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CHAPTER 4 ADAPTIVE IIR FILTERS IN CASCADE
SECOND ORDER SECTIONS
In Chapter 3, a number of adaptive algorithms for IIR filters
have been discussed. The major disadvantage is that filter stability
is difficult to guarantee. Once the filter becomes unstable, the
adaptive process will inevitably diverge. To maintain stability, all
poles must stay within the unit circle of the Z-plane. Hence, the
denominator polynomial of the adaptive filter transfer function needs
to be factorized and this requires an enormous amount of computations
especially when the filter order is high. A possible way to solve this
problem is to realize the transfer function in cascade of second order
sections. The filter stability can then be maintained by simply
restricting the coefficients to lie within certain bounds. If the
quadratic equations of the sections are solved, the exact root
locations can also be obtained. The immediate knowledge of the root
locations has proven to be an overriding advantage in many
applications, for example, in speech analysis.
In this chapter, adaptive algorithms for IIR cascade filters
which minimize the equation error would be discussed.
4.1 David's structure for equation error minimization
David [10] has proposed an algorithm for adaptive IIR filter
implemented in a combined structure in 1982. Fig. 4.1 shows the filter
structure employed by David in the application of system
identification. The feedback path is realized in cascade second order
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sections while the feedforward path in direct ladder form. The
sequence x(n) and do(n) are the input and output of the dynamic plant.
The equation error e(n) is given by d'(n)-x'(n), where d'(n) and x'(n)
are output of the the feedback and feedforward filters, respectively.
The expectation of e2(n) is minimized by sequentially adjusting the
coefficients of the filter sections using the LMS algorithm. The
transfer function of the feedforward filter is given by
(4.1)




The Z-transform of the equation error e(n) is written as
(4.4)E (Z)= D' (Z)- X' (Z)
and
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where X(Z), X'(Z), Do(Z) and D'(Z) are the Z-transform of the
sequences x(n), x'(n), do(n) and d'(n) respectively.
The coefficients are updated, on a sample by sample basis,
using the rule,
(4.5)
where Hi is one of the adjustable parameters in equations (4.1) and
(4.3) and u is again the convergence factor.
The partial derivatives involved in the above equation are






The gradients for the feedforward path can simply be obtained
from the input sequence. However, the gradients for the feedback path
have to be evaluated by passing the output sequence of the plant to a
series of fixed filters having the same transfer function as the
feedback path but with the corresponding sections omitted. The
computation of the gradients are shown pictorially in Fig. 4.2
4.2 A cascade structure for equation error minimization
In David's structure, only the feedback path is implemented in
cascade sections. However, in some applications, such as linear
predictive coding, the zeros are also required to lie within the unit
circle in the Z-plane, because the inverse filter is needed for speech
synthesis in the receiver. An adaptive IIR filter with both the
feedforward and feedback path implemented in cascade second order
sections is, therefore, proposed. Fig. 4.3 shows the cascade
structure for IIR adaptive filter for equation error minimization. The





and G is the d.c. gain of the system which is also adapted. The








If the changes of parameters are to be small, a more
efficient way to compute the gradients, similar to that proposed by









The computation of these error gradients are shown pictorially in
Fig. 4.4, and can be found to reduce the system complexity
substantially
To guarantee stability, the following conditions are ensured,
(4.11)
Two simulation tests have been carried out in the context of
system modelling to compare the performance of the two structures for
adaptive IIR filter just described. Both tests use 4th-order adaptive
filters to model known 4th-order plants by minimizing the equation
errors. The input is a broadband white noise. After each iteration,
the adaptive filter coefficients are transferred to a fixed filter
excited by the same input and the mean square output error is
calculated. A learning curve is then plotted with the mean square




Appendix A lists the Procedures written in PASCAL for the
simulation of the coefficient adaptation algorithm for IIR cascade
filter.
In both tests, the proposed cascade structure offers faster
speed of adaptation and smaller final MSE than that of David's
structures. The learning curves for the two algorithms in each test
are depicted in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. The convergence
factors are separately chosen to give the best results for different
cases.
By implementing both the feedforward and feedback filters in
cascade sections, the pole-zero locations can be obtained by solving
the quadratic equations of the sections. Besides the benefits of
knowing the zero locations, simulation results also show that the
proposed algorithm gives better performance than that of David's
algorithm. This might possibly be due to lesser inter-action between
the adapting coefficients. In the direct form, the effect of the
changes in each coefficient to the root locations cannot be
predicted. However, when the transfer function is realized in cascade
second order sections, the change of each parameter will only affect
the root locations of that particular section. There is no direct
inter-action between the coefficients of different sections and will,
therefore, reduce the fluctuation during the adaptive process.
The simplified method in calculating the gradients given by
equations (4.10) requires the variations of the coefficients to be
sufficiently small. This can be achieved by choosing a small
convergence factor. Actually, in cascade structure, in order to give
the exact present output sample, the previous output signals of each
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section must also be updated after each adaptation. However, this is
impractical in most cases. One possible solution is to restrict the
coefficients to very small variations. Despite the loss of modularity,
David's structure also has a poorer performance. Therefore, full
cascade structure for adaptive IIR filter together with the simplified




Fig. 4.1 The adaptive IIR filter of David
for equation error minimization
Fig. 4.2 Gradient computations of David's algorithm
Fig. 4.3 An adaptive IIR filter in cascade
structure for equation error
minimization
Fig. 4.4 Gradient computation for











































Fig. 4.6 Learning -curves for test 2
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CHAPTER 5 ROOT ADAPTATION IN CASCADE
SECOND ORDER FORMS
In this chapter, Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithms for
adaptive Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters are proposed which
sequentially adjust the parameters of the feedforward and feedback
paths so as to minimize the equation error. Both the feedforward and
feedback paths are implemented in cascade second order sections.
However, instead of adapting the second order direct form
coefficients, the actual root locations are adjusted in two different
representations: the first one is the Cartesian coordinates which
give the real and imaginary parts of a root, another uses the Polar
coordinates which give the magnitude and the cosine angle of a root.
Each section contains two roots, which can either be two real roots
or a conjugate pair of complex roots. These two sections, named 'Real'
and 'Complex', respectively, have different algorithms to adapt their
roots. Special pre-defined rules are designed to enable the switching
of Complex section into Real section or vice versa, such that, the
roots of each section can go freely to their optimal places
independent to their initial positions.
There are several advantages of this method in decomposing each
second order section into its roots and then adapting the roots
individually. Firstly, stability is guaranteed. Since the roots are
the quantities being adapted, it is easy to incorporate into the
adaptive algorithm the constraint that their magnitudes be always less
than unity. Secondly, the so-called lock-up problem [11], for
adaptation in cascade form, can also be resolved by the present method
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of adjusting the root locations. Lock-up is usually due to splitting
of a complex pair of roots into two different cascade sections, which
now contain only real roots. The roots are thus prevented from
becoming complex and the adaptation is held in this local minimum
condition. In root adaptation, a section is classified, and adapted
accordingly, as either Real or Complex, depending on its root
locations. To resolve lock-up, if it is found that two sections
contain each a real root that is very close to one another, these two
roots are combined into a section so that they can become complex if
necessary. Thirdly, although there is no theoretical proof, it is
suggested that since the roots are adapted separately, the coupling
effects between the adaptive parameters are minimized and the
convergence would be faster. This conjecture has, in fact, already
been confirmed by the simulation results given in Chapter 4 and
further evidence are provided in this chapter.
5.1 Root adaptation in Cartesian coordinates
Fig. 5.1 shows an adaptive IIR filter for root adaptation in
Cartesian coordinates which minimizes the equation error. Both the
feedforward and feedback paths are implemented in cascade second order
sections. The sequences x(n) and do(n) are the corresponding input
and output of the unknown plant. The equation error e(n) is equal to
d'(n)-x'(n), where d'(n) and x'(n) are the output of the feedback and
feedforward paths of the adaptive filter, respectively. The gain
factor G is the d.c. gain of the filter which is also adapted. The









Again X (Z), X' (Z), Do (Z) and D' (Z) denote the Z- transform of the
sequence x(n), x'(n), do(n) and d'(n) respectively.
The parameters, acli ,ac2i and ac3i for example, are
adapted in the direction of the steepest descent so that the
instantaneous value of e2(n), which is a local estimate of its own
expected value, is minimized. They are also updated, on a sample by
sample basis, using the well known U4S method,
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(5.3)
where Hi can be any one of the a's and b's in equation (5.1), as well
as the d.c. gain of the system, G. If the parameters in the ith
section of the feedforward filter are adapted, the corresponding




If the changes in parameters between adapting intervals are
assured small, a simpler way, as described in Chapter 4, to compute





Similarly, the gradient vectors for the parameters of the ith






If a section is Complex, the parameters acli and ac3i are
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adapted while ac2i is kept identical to acli. Here acli and ac3i are
the real and imaginary parts of the complex conjugate roots. For a
Real section, the parameters acli and ac2i are adapted while ac3i is
kept to zero. The parameters acli and ac2i, in this case, are the
magnitude of the two real roots. For Complex section, the gradient of
a c1i is doubled. Similar procedures are also applied to the parameters
of the feedback filter and Table 5.1 is a summary of the different
cases.
All sections begin as Complex. When the imaginary part,
ac3i or bc3i, is found to be small, say less than 0.08, then it is
replaced by a Real section in which the two distinct real roots are at
±0.1 from the real part of the original Complex root. The parameter,
ac3i or b c3i is then kept to zero. On the other hand, when the two
real roots of a Real section are close to each other, say, within
±0.1 of each other, then it is replaced by a Complex section. The
real part of the complex section is the average of the two real roots
and the imaginary part is set to 0.1. These thresholds for switching
are chosen on an ad hoc basis and reasonable deviations from them do
not affect the results significantly.
To guarantee filter stability, the following conditions are
needed,
for Complex section (5.8)
for Real section
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5.2 Root adaptation in Polar coordinates
The Polar form gives an alternative representation of a root
location. The only difference from the Cartesian system is in the
elements of the cascade sections as shown in Fig. 5.2. Instead of
adapting the real and imaginary parts of the roots, the magnitude and
the angle of the roots are used. However, to avoid the appearance of
the cosine and sine functions in the transfer function and in the
gradient vectors, the cosine of the angle is adapted rather than the





In a similar approach as that described in the previous section, the






Also, the gradient vectors for the. parameters of the ith






As in previous, a section can be classified as either Complex
or Real depending on the nature of the roots in that section. In a
Complex section of the feedforward path, only p1i and aP3i are
adapted. Clearly, apli and ap3i are the magnitude and the cosine of
the angle of a conjugate pair of complex roots. In this case, the
parameter a2i as ept identical to a and is made positive all the
time. However, when the section is Real, then a„. and a are
pli p2i
separately adapted whilst ap3i is set to unity. Here, a u and
ap2i are tlrLe values °f the two real roots. For Complex section, the
gradient of a is doubled. These also apply to the parameters of the
feedback filter, and Table 5.2 is a summary of all the gradients when
adapting the roots of the adaptive cascade filter in Polar
coordinates.
Initially, all sections are assigned to be Complex, that is,
a.p2i and h are made equal to a and hp2i respectively as noted
in Table 5.2. During adaptation, if the product of a and square
root of (1- as fQund to be small, say, less than 0.08, this
section is then changed to a Real section. This new Real section will
have two distinct real roots with initial magnitudes slightly
different from that of a,., say at a,.± 0.1. On the other hand,
pli 7 J pli'
when the roots of a Real section are found close to each other, say,
within ±0.1, then, it is replaced by a Complex section. The
magnitude of the roots in the new Complex section is the mean
of the two roots while the cosine value ,ap3i, is set to a value
such that the product of apli and square root of (1- ap3i) equals
0.1. These thresholds are chosen such that the criteria of switching
between Real and Complex section are the same as those used in the
Cartesian mode. Of course, a simpler criterion of just checking the
cosine of the angles might also be used, and this was found to have
little effects on the results. The same rules also apply to sections
in the feedback path.
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To guarantee stability of the adaptive system, the following
conditions have to be ensured,
for Complex section (5.13)
for Real section
To surmarize, instead of adapting the filter coefficients as
in normal practice, the pole-zero positions, in Cartesian or Polar
coordinates are adjusted. As noted before, the advantages are
guaranteed stability and improved speed of convergence. In general,
the Cartesian representation is much simpler both in the gradient
computation as well as in criteria for switching between Complex and
Real sections. Program listings of the root adaptation algorithms for
IIR cascade filters are included in Appendix B.
5.3 Results and Discussions
Computer simulations using the previous systems have been
carried out to compare the performance of the coefficient adaptation
method as given in Section 4.2 and that of the root adaptation methods
just described for IIR cascade filters. The convergence factors are
separately chosen to give the best performance in the various
algorithms. The learning curves for the two tests are shown in
Figures 5.3a 5.3b respectively. In both tests, root adaptation in
Cartesian coordinates gave the fastest speed of convergence and the
smallest final MSE. The coefficient adaptation algorithm performed
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slightly better than the root adaptation algorithm in Polar form in
test 1, but poorer in test 2. The final MSE of them were slightly
greater than that of the Cartesian mode.
The better performance of root adaptation than normal.
coefficient adaptation seems to agree with our hypothesis that the
decomposition of filter transfer function will minimize the inter-
action between the adjusting parameters. Therefore, it is not
surprising that adapting the root locations in the Cartesian
coordinates produces the best results. The direction of the real and
imaginary parts of a root are perpendicular to each other such that
the inter-action between them is the smallest. The filter stability
can be easily maintained since the adjusting parameters are exactly
the root. locations. Polar coordinates is an alternative
representation of the root locations. However, the two parameters,
the magnitude and cosine of the angle, are not orthogonal as is the
case in the Cartesian mode. Additionally, the roots are sensitive to
small changes in angles when their magnitudes are large. A small
deviation, say, of 0.1 radian of the angle of a root may bring it
far away from the optimal position when the magnitude is, say, 0.9 or
greater. This high sensitivity of the parameters in Polar coordinates
leads to a larger fluctuation and hence a larger final MSE.
Furthermore, the complicated rules for switching between Complex and
Real sections are one of its disadvantages. As an aside, one could
also adapt the magnitude and the angle( instead of the cosine of the
angle) of the roots in Polar form. This approach was indeed
investigated. However, it was found that in all the simulation
studied, root adaptation in Cartesian coordinates consistently
produces superior results to either Polar representations.
Fig. 5.1 An adaptive IIR filter in cascade
form to facilitate root adaptation
in Cartesian coordinates
Fig. 5.2 The i section of the feedforward
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Fig. 5.3b Learning curves of adaptive
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Table 5.1 Gradient vectors for root
adaptation in Cartesian mode
Gradients
parameter













Table 5.2 Gradient vectors for root
adaptation in Polar form
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CHAPTER 6 FIRST ORDER APPROXIMATION
OF ERROR GRADIENTS
6.1 Approximate computation of the gradient vectors
The computations of the error gradients for most adaptive IIR
cascade filters are rather involved. In order to facilitate real time
processing, an approximation to the calculation of the gradient
vectors of the adapting coefficients is, therefore, introduced,
leading to a substantial reduction in computations. Let
(6.1)
where e(n) S is the nth error sample when all other parameters are
not altered apart from a small change, S, in the parameter S.
Equation (6.1) is of course just the first order approximation of
the derivative of e(n) with respect to parameter S. For coefficient










It is seen that and are the tapped delay input
th
samples of the i section in the feedforward and feedback paths
respectively and they are readily available as the output of the





The derivations of equation (4.10) and (6.6) both assume that
the variations of the adapting coefficients during each iteration are
negligibly small. This can, of course, be achieved by choosing
a sufficiently small convergence factor, and in this case, both
algorithms provide accurate estimation of the true gradients. However,
equation (6.6) is much simpler and is more computationally efficient.
It should be emphasized that in an adaptive IIR filter, the previous
output samples can no longer be changed at the present interval, even
though these previous output samples should theoretically be updated
to compute the current output. In order to obtain the exact output
sample, a fixed filter with the coefficients being transferred from
the adaptive filter is required. After each iteration, the input
sequence is applied to this fixed filter from the very beginning
to create the correct instantaneous output sample. This approach is of
course unrealistic and is not suitable for real world applications.
The first order approximation is actually using the information that
is available in real time, and the gradient so calculated is the
instantaneous gradient. How close this instantaneous gradient to the
true one is not known. However, if it can always give the correct
sign, then it is sufficient for convergence. The simulation results
below had shown that the proposed algorithm can indeed adapt towards
the global minimum with a reasonable speed of convergence. During
adaptation, if any root migrates outside the unit circle of the Z-
plane, the coefficient adaptation algorithm m employing equation (4.10)
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needs special amendments to force the unstable root back to the unit
circle. Otherwise, the particular recursive filter section used to
generate the corresponding gradient will become unstable leading- to
a failure of the whole system. However, no such problem has been found
when using the simplified method.










Similar arguments and derivations also apply to the parameters
of the feedback path. Tables 6.1a, 6.1b 6.1c summarize the
simplified gradients for all the parameters of the coefficient
adaptation and root adaptation algorithms in both Cartesian and Polar
coordinates, respectively.
6.2 Comparison of adaptive algorithms using simplified and true
gradients
The first simulation test in Chapter 5 was performed again but
using the simplified gradients. Comparisons are made between the
performance of the adaptive algorithms using simplified gradients as
well as true gradients. The convergence factors are chosen to be the
same in both cases. Figures 6.1- 6.3 show the learning curves for the
coefficient adaptation algorithm and root adaptation algorithms in
Cartesian and Polar coordinates, respectively.
Although the learning curves given by the algorithms using the
complicated gradients have a slightly better performance, the
computational complexity is much larger than that of using the
simplified gradients. In fact, almost twice the number of
multiplications and additions are required. It can be seen that both
methods gave approximately the same Mean Square Error (MSE) after 2000
iteration for the three trials using different algorithms. The speed
of convergence of the adaptive algorithms using simplified gradients
is slightly slower only at the first few hundred iterations.
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The simplified gradient computation is actually the first order
approximation of the error derivative which is the instantaneous
gradient of the system. Applying this approximation method to
different filter structures, we can obtain the results given in the
literature. For example, when this is applied to adaptive FIR filters
in direct form, the gradients are exactly the same as those given by
Widrow [1]. For adaptive IIR filters of direct form which minimize the
output errors, the gradients given by Feintuch [8] can also be
obtained by the same approximation. Although a convergence proof of
the adaptive algorithms using the new gradients is presently not
available, simulation results thus far have all demonstrated
convergence, and its simplicity will certainly outweight its slightly
inferior performance.
Parameter Simplified gradients
Table 6.la Simplified gradient vectors of coefficient
adaptation algorithm for IIR cascade filter
Simplified gradients
Parameter










Table 6.1b Simplified gradient vectors of root
adaptation algorithm for IIR cascade




Complex section Real section
Table 6.1c Simplified gradient vectors of
root adaptation algorithm for IIR

























































Fig. 6.3 Learning curves for root
adaptation in Polar mode
CHAPTER 7 NEW SECOND ORDER FILTER
STRUCTURES FDR ROOT ADAPTATION
When the root locations are adapted instead of the filter
coefficients, it turns out that the canonical form for second order
sections does not give a suitable realization. New filter structures,
which are more convenient for root adaptation in Cartesian and Polar
coordinates, are, therefore, suggested and are depicted in Figures
7.1a and 7.1b, respectively. The transfer functions of the ith section
of the feedforward and feedback paths of the new adaptive filter for
root adaptation in Cartesian coordinates are given by:
while in the Polar coordinates, they are represented by
The superscript denotes the previous value of the parameters in
the time domain, i.e.
When the changes of the parameters are small between
iterations, equations (7.1) and (7.2) are approximately equal to
equations (5.1) and (5.9). The new structures do not require more
computations than the canonical form though an extra delay elements is
required when operating in the Cartesian mode. One of the reasons for
employing the new structures is the simple inter changeability
between Complex and Real sections. For Complex section, a 9.,
b 9• ,a 9. and b 9. are made equal to a.. ,b.., a,. and b,.
cZi pZi pZi n c11' c11' pli pll
respectively whereas for the Real section, ac3i and bc3i are set to
zero, while ap3i and bp3i are set to 1. Hence the filter
structures do not require any modification when being switched from
one form into another. The only alterations required are the
magnitudes of the multilpliers in the filter sections as shown in
Figures 7.2 and 7.3 for Cartesian and Polar coordinates system,
respectively. The source listing of the simulation program for the
root adaptation algorithm using simplified gradients and the new
filter structure is given in Appendix C.
In addition, when the new filter structures are used, the
simplified gradients can be obtained directly from the. tapped delay
values of the filters together with some multiplications by constants
only. Figures 7.4a and 7.4b illustrate how these simplified gradients
can be computed for Complex and Real sections, respectively, when the
new second order sections are used. Furthermore, by incorporating the
pre-quantization of root movements, which will be described in the
next Chapter, in the adaptive system, the changes of parameters can be
determined merely by the signs of the available signals. Hence, the
computations are reduced to a minimum.
acl i
Fig. 7.1a New second order filter structure







Fig. 7.1b New second order filter structure»
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Fig. 7.2 The assignment of the filter
elements for Complex and
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Fig. 7.4a Simplified gradient computation for




Fig. 7.4b Simplified gradient computation for
Real section in Cartesian mode
CHAPTER 8 PRE-QUANTIZATIQN OF PARAMETER
VARIATIONS IN ROOT ADAPTATION
According to the LMS algorithm, each parameter is changed by an
amount proportional to the product of the appropriate gradient and the
system error. In general, the convergence factor, y, which controls
the speed of adaptationis difficult to choose. The optimal value of
y that can give the fastest speed of convergence and the smallest MSE
is dependent on the input and output statistics of the unknown system,
and it varies for different problems. If the convergence factor is
chosen to be too small, the speed of adaptation will be slow. Whereas,
if it is too large, the system will fluctuate or even diverge. An
alternative approach is to use a pre-quantization scheme such that the
adapting coefficients are updated by fixed step values with the
direction being determined by the signs of the product of the error
and the appropriate gradients. Elimination of this factor by allowing
only pre-quantized changes in parameters seems impractical for the
direct ladder form filter structure. This is because a change in any
coefficient will disturb all the root locations. Besides, equal step
quantization of the filter coefficients does not lead to equal
variations in the root locations. However, when the root locations
are adapted, the dynamic range of each root is known a priori. The
change of one parameter will only affect the roots of that particular
section concerned. Hence, restricting the adaptive parameters to pre-
quantized locations eliminate the need of a convergence factor and the
uncertainties associated with its selection.
The adaptive process still requires a fair amount of
computation even when the simplified gradients are used. However, in
the pre-quantization of root locations scheme, the signs of the
gradient vector are required rather than the gradient vector itself.
The changes of parameters are determined merely by the signs of the
gradients and the sign of the error signal. When using the simplified
gradients together with the new filter structures, no multiplications
are needed to find the corresponding signs of the gradients. Thus,
the adaptation of the parameters using the pre-quantization scheme,
the simplified gradient and the new filter structures involve
virtually no computation, at all.
8.1 Pre-quantization of root locations
Pre-quantization scheme for filter parameters is particularly
useful if root adaptation algorithms are employed because the dynamic
range of each root is always known. For example, in a Complex section
of the Cartesian representation, the range of the real part of the
roots is between -1 to 1 and the range for the imaginary part is
between 0 to 1. The choice of the pre-quantization steps can be
determined by various means, but one practical way is obviously by
relating the step sizes to the hardware specifications. For a system
using N bits to represent the magnitude of each parameter, the pre-
quantized step can be chosen as the smallest possible change, viz. a
change of the least significant bit which corresponds to a variation
of 12N. Hence, the parameters are updated by
Where sign(•) gives the sign of its argument. Hi can be any one of
the adjustable parameters in Cartesian coordinates. The value of AC
is fixed such that a step change of the parameter is limited to± AC.
However, if the step size is too small, the speed of adaptation will
be very slow at the beginning. A variable step size scheme which, will
increase the speed of convergence while maintaining the final MSE
value is preferable. For stationary input, this can be incorporated in
our system very easily. For example, in the first few hundreds
iterations, the step size can be set to a larger value, say 8 times of
the smallest possible change. The step size is then reduced, say, to
one half of the previous value for the next few hundred iterations.
This process can be repeated until convergence is reached. The
intervals between reduction of the step sizes depend on the total
number of adaptation allowed. In our simulations, the total number of
iteration is chosen to be 5000. Assuming an 11 bits system is used,
one bit for the sign and 10 bits for the magnitude, the smallest step
size then equals 11024, and let it be approximated by 0.001. If no
sign bit is needed, such as, for the parameter representing the
imaginary part of a root, the smallest step size equals 0.0005. At
the first 300 iterations, the fixed step is set to 0.008, and after
that, it is reduced to 0.004 and then further reduced to 0.001 after
1000 iteration. Table 8.1 sunmarizes the step sizes used for
different parameters in the simulation. Other variations can of course
be used, but the suggested method is simple enough and gave
satisfactory results in the tests.
For non-stationary signals, an alternative method is to use
non-linear pre-quantized root locations [15]. In this case, the unit
circle is effectively divided into unequally spaced cells and all
possible values of the filter parameters, are stored in two
1-dimensional lookup tables. Depending on the signs of the products of
the gradients and the error, the parameters are retrieved with one
cell forward or backward. The step changes may themselves be made
adaptive in order to improve the tracking performance of the filter.
8.2 Results and Discussions
The two simulation tests described in the previous Chapters
are, once again, conducted but with the pre-quantization scheme being
incorporated in the root adaptation algorithm. All conditions are
exactly the same as before, and for convenience, the system functions
of the two tests are repeated here:
and
The performance of the root adaptation algorithm in Cartesian
coordinates with and without pre-quantization of root locations are
compared. The effect of using simplified gradients was also examined
and was compared with those using true gradients. Fig. 8.1a and 8.1b
show the learning curves obtained in the simulation. In both tests,
the variable step size scheme just described was adopted. The
application of pre-quantized locations for root adaptation using true
gradients gave approximately the same final MSE as that of the normal
adaptation using optimal convergence factors, though the speed of
convergence in tne first one hundred iterations was somewhat slower.
When using simplified gradients and selected convergence factor, the
final MSE obtained was found to be the largest in both tests. However,
as a consequence of employing pre-quantization of root locations, the
performance obtained was much Improved. Tne algorithm converged
slightly slower at the beginning but was then catching up after 150
adaptations and reached its steady state in about 2000 iterations with
a fairly small final MSE. Table 8.2 shows the final root locations
after 5000 iterations of the adaptive filter using the simplified
gradients and the pre-quantization scheme in both tests, and the
program listing for this algorithm is included in ApDendix D.
It can be seen that with the combination of the simplified
gradients, the pre-quantization of root movements and the new filter
structures, the root adaptation algorithm in Cartesian coordinate can
be easily implemented. The changes in the adjusting parameters are
determined only by the sign of the error and the signs of
corresponding gradients which can be obtained readily from die tapped
delays of the filter sections. Thus no multiplication is required in
the adaptive process and the system complexity is minimum. Moreover,
simulation results show that the performance of this algorithm for
adaptive IIR filter is very pronouncing both in terms of speed of
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Fig. 8.1b Learning curves of different algorithms for
root adaptation in Cartesian mode for test 2
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Parameter At the After 300th After 1000th
beginning iteration iteration
0.008 0.004acli ,bc1i 0.001
0.008 0.004ac2i ,bc2i 0.001
0.004 0.002 0.0005ac3i ,bc3i
G 0.004 0.002 0.0005
Table 8.1 The pre-quantization of roots
in Cartesian coordinates
Root locations
Test no. Adaptive filterDynamic plant
after 5000 iterations
1 zero: 0.7± 0.7j 0.68± 0.72j
0.3± 0.5j 0.34± 0.46j
pole: -0.1± 0.6j -0.08± 0.67j







Root locations of the adaptiveTable 8.2
filter using simplified gradients
with pre-quantized movements in
Cartesian mode after 5000 iterations
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CHAPTER 9 OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
It is difficult for adaptive algorithms to search for the
global minimum in output error minimization configuration because the
corresponding error surface is multi-modal. Also, lock-up might
sometimes occur at the local minimum and in this case, the adapting
process will be halted. On the other hand, in equation error
minimization configuration, the direct ladder form implementation
gives a unimodal error surface such that the global minL=i can be
attained. One disadvantage of the ladder form implementation is that
filter stability is hard to guarantee and a possible solution is to
use cascade structure implementation. Unfortunately, if the transfer
function is realized in cascade second order sections, the error
surface with respect to the filter parameters is no longer unimodal.
However, if local minis arises from splitting complex roots into
different Real sections as described by Hall [11] is not present,
then the error surface can be viewed as consisting of several minima
which are identical to each other. That is, they are all global
minima with respect to the parameters of the filter sections. To
explain briefly, consider the case where there are only two sections
in the adaptive filter, and their optimal root locations are two
complex conjugate pairs. One pair of them can appear in either
sections. In other words, there will be two minimal points on the
error surface which are exactly identical and they can all be regarded
as the global minima. Therefore, the number of global minimal points
on the error surface of the cascade filter depends on the number of
sections and the number of real roots in the optimal transfer
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function. In the root adaptation methods, the local minimum due to
splitting roots can be avoided by reshuffling the real roots into
different sections so that two closely spaced roots are gathered into
the same section and they can become complex if necessary. Hence, with
this arrangement, though, strictly speaking, the error surface is
still multi-modal, all the minimal points are in fact identical.
Arrival at any of these global minimal points on the error surface can
indeed provide the same transfer function characteristics. Therefore,
provided that an adequate number of degrees of freedom for the filter
order is allowed, the global minimum can always be reached.
In cascade filters, the changes of parameters should be small
to minimize the transient effect. The previous output samples of the
cascade sections are used to produce the present output data of the
irrrnediate succeeding section. If the parameters are changed, the
previous output sequences of the cascade sections should theoretically
be updated to give the correct values. However, it is impractical to
do that and an alternative way is to limit the changes of the
coefficients to sufficiently small values. This can be achieved by
choosing a small convergence factor in the LMS algorithms, but the
speed of convergence will consequently be slower. However, in the root
adaptation technique, by using very fine step sizes, which can, of
course, be chosen as the smallest possible value as limited by the
resolution of the hardware implementation, the pre-quantization of
root movements can guarantee a small variation of the filter
parameters. For adaptation using LMS algorithm, the changes of the
coefficients at each iteration depend on the error and the
corresponding gradients. If an unexpected large data sample, say, due
to noise contamination appears, the corresponding error will also
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be large. As a result, the changes in the coefficients for such a
large error will produce tremendous fluctuation in the performance
curve. However, in the root adaptation technique with pre-quantized
step size, the changes do not depend on the magnitudes of neither the
error nor the gradients, and hence fluctuation is reduced. The
variable pre-quantization scheme adopted in the simulation is to
improve the speed of adaptation at the beginning of the adapting
process when the step size is chosen to be small. At the beginning of
the adaptive process, algorithms that used selected convergence
factors have bigger changes of parameters due to the initial larger
error signal. However, these changes will be getting smaller and
smaller when the error is decreasing though the filter coefficients
might still be far away from their optimal values. Whereas for the
variable pre-quantization scheme, the root locations are forced to
move on the appropriate trajectories with different step sizes which
is equivalent to having a time varying convergence factor and thus
the speed of convergence can be increased.
In the simulation tests, a very interesting feature has been
noticed in the equation error configuration. That is, if the filter
order is greater than required, then the pole-zero locations of the
extra roots in the feedforward and the feedback paths will give some
indication that they could be eliminated or cancelled. For example, if
there is one extra pole and zero in the adaptive filter transfer
function, then this pole-zero pair come to a very close position in
the Z-plane. In this case, a pole-zero cancellation can be effected.
For other conditions, say, only one extra pole exists, then it is
found that the redundant pole will always stay near the origin with an
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insignificant magnitude. Therefore, it is possible to obtain the
optimal order that is required if the adaptive filter starts with an
order higher than the plant's. During adaptation, if any pole-zero
pair are found close to each other for some durations, they are
cancelled out and the filter order are correspondingly reduced. In
cases where a pole or a zero is found to be small in magnitude, it can
also be dropped, and the filter order is then readjusted. Generally,
cancelling out a similar pole-zero pair or dropping a small magnitude
root does not introduce severe deviation to the filter
characteristics. Therefore, even a wrong decision is made in this
aspect, the performance of the filter still maintains. Of course,
checking the pole-zero locations during each iteration when the filter
is implemented in ladder structure is impossible. However, when the
filter is being implemented in cascade structure this can be
incorporated very easily with the adaptation algorithms. This is
another possible advantage of knowing the pole-zero locations during
adaptation. A systematic approach in obtaining the optimal order from
an over-ordered adaptive IIR filter is still under investigation.
The two disadvantages associated with the adaptive IIR filter,
namely, the multi-modal squared error surface and the filter
stability, have been overcome by minimizing of the equation error and
implementing of the filter transfer function in cascade second order
sections. In order to know the pole-zero locations immediately, the
actual root locations either in Cartesian or Polar coordinates are
adapted instead of the second order filter coefficients. It has also
been shown that the root adaptation algorithm can give a better
performance since the inter-action between the adapting parameters is
reduced. The method of calculating the required gradients in LMS
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algorithm is quite complicated for cascade structure and an
approximation method in the gradient computation has, therefore,
been developed. It reduces the computation load significantly while
maintaining almost the same performance as that available from the
complicated gradients. New second order filter structures are
introduced which are especially suitable for root'adaptation because
the error gradients can be obtained readily from the filter delays.
Finally, the requirement of the arbitrary convergence factor used in
normal ISMS algorithm is eliminated by employing pre-quantized root
locations. The pre-quantization scheme has been found to give very
satisfactory results and, in particular, it has reduced the system
complexity to a minimum. In conclusion, a LMS based algorithms for
adaptive IIR filter to facilitate root adaptation in Cartesian and
Polar coordinates have been developed and studied. Together with other
auxiliary techniques including the new second order filter structures
and simplified calculation for the error gradients and pre-
quantization of root movements, these algorithms give a most efficient
way to adapt the filter parameters and give very pronouncing
performance in all the simulation tests especially in Cartesian
coordinates representation.
Adaptive filters have current applications in many areas, for
examples, noise and echo cancellation, system identification and
speech analysis. The algorithms developed can indeed be applied to
any one of these fields, especially those requiring a knowledge of the
pole-zero locations, such as for speech analysis and synthesis and
also for system modelling.
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APPENDIX A
Procedures of coefficient adaptation








present output samples of the cascade sections
previous output samples of the cascade sections
gradients for section L in feedforward path
gradients for section L in feedback path
Procedure adaptation
Begin
( update the delay elements)








Xc[0,2]:= PTX-.VNUM; Dc[0,2] :=PTD-.VNUM;












( generate the output of each section
FOR L:= 1 TO PSECT DO Dc[L,2]:= Dc[L-l,2]+ Dc[L-1,1]EB[L,1]
+ Dc[L-l,0]'cEB[L,2];
FOR L:= 1 TO ZSECT DO Xc[L,2]:= Xc[L-l,2]+ Xc[L-l,1]EA[L,1]
+ Xc [L-1,0]EA[L,2];
Xc[ZSECT,2]:= Xc[ZSECT,2] GAIN;
( generate the error)
End.( end of one iteration)
APPENDIX B
Procedures of root adaptation in
Cartesian and Polar coordinates






gradients for the filter parameters
output of the cascade sections










( update the delay elements)
( generate the output of each section)
( Cartesian mode)
BEGIN
( calculate the error)
END
( calculate the error)
( calculate the gradients for Polar mode)
END;
( adjust the parameters)
ELSE BEGIN( Real section Vc)




END.( end of one iteration)
APPENDIX C
Procedures of root adaptation in Cartesian
mode using the simplified gradients and new
second order filter structure
A[L,J], BIX,J]: adaptive filter parameters
A1[L], B1[L]: previous values of the filter parameters
Sa[L,J,H], Sb[L,J,H]: gradients for the filter parameters
D[L,J], X[L,J]: output of the cascade sections
FIRSST[L], IIRSSTtL]: status of the sections; 1— Complex
2— Real
PROCEDURE SIMPLIFIED-GRAD( calculate the simplified gradients)
BEGIN
( generate the output of each section
for new filter structure)
( store the parameters)
( calculate the error)
( calculate the simplified gradient)
( for complex section, the gradients are doubled)
END.
APPENDIX D
Procedures of root adaptation in Cartesian mode
using pre-quantization of root movements
A[L,J], B[L,J]: adaptive filter parameters
D[L,J], X[L,J]: output of the cascade sections
Sa[L,J,H], Sb[L,J,H]: gradients for the filter parameters
FIRSStEl], IIRSSTtL]: status of the sections; 1— Complex
2— Real
PROCEDURE PRE-QUANT ( using the pre-quantization scheme)
BEGIN
( adjust the step sizes if required)
( adjust the parameters)
END. 0C end of one iteration Vc)


